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Gas-induced fluidization of mobile liquid-saturated grains
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Gas invasion in liquid-saturated sands exhibits different morphologies and dynamics. For mobile beds, the
repeated rise of gas through the layer leads to the growth of a fluidized zone, which reaches a stationary shape.
Here, we present experimental results characterizing the evolution of the fluidized region as a function of the
gas-flow rate and grain size. We introduce a new observable, the flow density, which quantifies the motion of
the grains in the system. The growth of the fluidized zone is characterized by a spatiotemporal analysis, which
provides the stabilization time, τs . In the stationary regime, we report two main contributions to motion in the
fluidized region: the central gas rise and a convective granular motion. Interestingly, a static model with a fixed
porous network accounts for the final shape of the invasion zone. We propose an explanation where the initial
gas invasion weakens the system and fixes since the early stage the morphology of the fluidized zone.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gas invasion in liquid-saturated porous media has been
widely studied over the past years, and is still an active research
topic, due to its numerous applications in many different
fields. Phenomena like air sparging [1–3], CO2 sequestration
[4], catalytic processes [5] or hydrothermal complexes [6,7],
methane venting areas [8–10], and volcanic events [11–13] are
among the many industrial and geophysical fields governed by
such processes. A classical approach to understand and predict
the dynamics of fluid invasion has been to consider a rigid
porous medium, which makes it possible to directly compare
analytical or numerical models to laboratory experiments
of packed grains [14,15]. This approach has opened the
way to a large variety of percolation models, from the
pioneering work of Witten and Sander on diffusion-controlled
aggregation [16,17] to later cluster formation and growth
models such as the Eden or Vold-Sutherland models [18–24].
The characteristic of these invasion percolation models is the
absence of gravity and viscous effects, and the formation of
clusters governed by the distribution of capillary overpressure
in the network. Introducing the gravity-field gradient into the
system leads to either stable [14,25,26] or unstable [27–29]
invasion.

In spite of the extensive theoretical and numerical models,
the description of the different flow patterns in buoyancy-
driven, rigid porous media is still an active research topic,
as it has direct consequences in hazard management [2,30–
32]. Studies have focused in particular on the gas invasion
region, for instance, in the case of a single injection point.
Indeed, predicting the morphology of this region makes it
possible to infer the consequences of pollutant propagation,
the extension of gas pocket leakage in sediments, or the
most efficient air sparging strategy. However, real porous
media may be unconstrained, nonrigid networks, e.g., loose
marine sediments or soils. In such systems, the hydrodynamic
coupling between the gas and liquid flow on one hand, and
the grain motion on the other hand, rules the dynamics of
the system. Predictions of the gas invasion pattern in these
systems is more complex, and may include local fluidization of

the medium, as well as temporal evolution and instabilities of
the gas flow [33,34]. In particular, the existence of a fluidized
zone with a parabolic shape above the gas injection point
has been reported in the stationary regime [1,32,33,35–37].
Interestingly, this shape is very similar to the invasion pattern
found in rigid porous network, where the invasion zone can
be defined as the superposition of the different possible gas
pathways in the system [30,31,36,38]. Recent works pointed
out this similarity and found that the morphology of the
fluidized zone can be predicted by a simple analytical model,
where the grain matrix is fixed. This apparent contradiction,
however, has to be unraveled.

In this work, we analyze the morphology and dynamics of
the fluidized zone generated by a continuous air flow at a single
injection point at the bottom of a liquid-saturated granular bed
(Sec. II). We develop an image analysis technique to quantify
the motion in the system (Sec. III). The fluidized zone grows,
until it remains stable after a typical time τs (Sec. IV A). In the
stationary regime, the two main contributions to motion in the
system are quantified: the central air rise and the surrounding
grain motion (Sec. IV B). Both the average motion over the
whole experimental time and the temporal evolution of the
motion distribution in the granular bed are analyzed as a
function of the system parameters, namely the gas injection
flow rate and the grain size. The results are compared with
numerical simulations based on the hypothesis of a rigid
porous network.

We demonstrate that, contrary to the intuition, the prop-
agation of air in a rigid, saturated porous network can
account successfully for the stationary shape of the fluidized
zone—although it cannot, of course, capture its dynamics. The
dependence of its morphology on the parameters (grain size
and flow rate) is found to be similar both in the experiment (as
shown here) and in previous numerical simulations computing
the air invasion in a rigid, immersed granular bed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The setup consists of a vertical Hele-Shaw cell (width
40 cm, height 30 cm, gap e = 2 mm) filled with polydisperse
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup. Air is injected at constant flow rate
through an inlet (diameter 2 mm) into a thin vertical cell (width 40 cm,
gap 0.2 cm). Images are recorded with a camera positioned in front
of the cell. The image presented is obtained for early injection when
the system is mainly in the percolation regime and multiple bubbles
emissions are observed at the surface.

glass beads immersed in water (Fig. 1). The gap e is chosen
such as only a few grains fill the gap (quasibidimensional
system). Air is injected at the bottom of the cell at a single point
at a constant flow rate � (from 0.16 to 3.3 mL/s), controlled
by a digital mass flow controller (M+W Instruments, model
D-6311). An array of LED ensures a high and constant
intensity of light over the entire cell (backlight). To ensure
reproducible experiments, the initial condition is obtained
as follows. The cell is filled with the beads (Sovitech glass
spheres), previously sieved in order to control their size. The
cell is then filled with water, up to the top boundary, and flipped
bottom-up, which forces most of the small air bubbles that
may still be trapped in the system to escape the granular layer
and rise to the surface. While the grains are not fully deposited
(very loose packing), we flip the cell back to its original vertical
position. All the small bubbles initially trapped in the bulk are
thus extracted from the system. We let the grains deposit, and
the free surface is gently leveled with a small paddle. We denote
hg the height of the granular layer (here, hg = 20 cm), and fix
a water height hw = 2 cm above the grains’ free surface. This
protocol ensures a reproducible granular bed (loose packing).

Four different grain batches have been used in the experi-
ments. In Table I, we report the grains’ diameter for the four
batches. In order to get a precise grain-size measurement, the

TABLE I. Grains diameter from sieving and from direct mea-
surement (average and standard deviation from Fig. 2) for the four
different grains batches.

Batch d [μm] d [μm]
# (from sieving) (measured)

1 200–250 218 ± 17
2 250–425 318 ± 44
3 600–710 631 ± 37
4 710–965 802 ± 68
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FIG. 2. Particle-size distribution: image of the glass beads and
size distribution for the four different batches. Gaussian interpo-
lations, respectively, lead to d = 218 ± 17 μm (batch #1), d =
318 ± 44 μm (batch #2), d = 631 ± 37 μm (batch #3), and d =
802 ± 68 μm (batch #4).

average diameter and standard deviation are determined from
direct visualization and subsequent image analysis (see Fig. 2).
The results are reported in Table I. In the following, we shall
use the measured values to refer to the grain size.

The evolution of the system is recorded with a camera
(PixeLINK, model PL-B741U, 1280 × 800 px2) located in
front of the cell (Fig. 1), capturing one image every 10 s
(�t = 10 s). The acquisition rate is chosen such that only
a few air channels form between successive images. We thus
obtain data with a sufficient temporal resolution while keeping
their size reasonable.

III. IMAGE ANALYSIS AND NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

A. Flow-density computation

In order to track the grains dynamics, we quantify the
grain motion in the cell by analyzing the absolute difference
in the intensity of two consecutive images, |Ik+1 − Ik|. This
matrix contains either zero or nonzero elements corresponding
to regions where no motion (respectively, motion) occurred.
However, the generation of the fluidized zone corresponds
to a cumulative process due to the continuous gas emission.
Therefore, its dynamics is generally slow and requires accu-
mulating information over time. Hence, we define the flow
density, ρn(x,z), obtained by summing the consecutive image
differences as follows [37]:

ρn(x,z) =
n−1∑
k=1

|I k+1 − I k|. (1)

The normalized flow density is then defined as ρ̄ =
ρn/max(ρn). This latter observable provides an average map of
the grain motion in the cell, where the limit between the com-
pacted zone and fluidized zone can be clearly distinguished
[Fig. 3(a)]. The boundary of the fluidized zone is determined by
fixing a low threshold value, here ρ̄ = 0.1 [white dashed line,
Fig. 3(a)]. The different regions in the granular layer can be
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Image analysis and flow density computation: (a) Left, image of the experiment after t � 5 h [d = 318 ± 44 μm,
φ = 0.66 mL/s]. We observe a fluidized zone at the center (light gray) and a compacted zone on both sides (dark gray). Right, normalized
flow density ρ̄ computed through the cumulation of successive image differences, up to the same time t � 5 h. The higher values [yellow
(light color)] correspond to zones where more motion occurred (typically located at the center of the cell), whereas the lower values [blue
(dark color)] correspond to zones with less or no motion. The white dashed line indicates the boundary between the fluidized zone and the
compacted zone, defined as ρ̄ = 0.1. The top (respectively, right side) panel represents the horizontal (respectively, vertical) cumulation value
of the pixels for each row, nx (respectively, nz). (b) Examples of ρ̄(x,z = cte) profiles for three different heights. Note the plateau inside the
fluidized zone, indicating a homogeneous motion, and a large central peak corresponding to the air channel contribution.

observed by representing different profiles of the normalized
flow density, ρ̄, at a constant height [Fig. 3(b)]. The boundary
of the fluidized zone is clearly defined for all heights. We report
two main contributions to the flow density in the fluidized
region: a central peak, corresponding to the central air channel,
and a plateau (ρ̄ constant), indicating a homogeneous motion.

To further quantify the grain motion, we define the
horizontal (nx) and vertical (nz) cumulations as the sum of
pixels for each row (nx) and column (nz) in the density profile:

nx(x,t) =
∑

z

ρn(x,z); nz(z,t) =
∑

x

ρn(x,z), (2)

where t is the time corresponding to the nth image, t = n�t ,
and their normalized value,

n̄x(x,t) = nx(x,t)/max[nx(x,t)], (3)

n̄z(z,t) = nz(z,t)/max[nz(z,t)]. (4)

These quantities provide extra information and make it
possible to quantify not only the geometrical aspects of the
fluidized zone [Fig. 3(a)] but also its temporal evolution
(Sec. IV A).

B. Numerical simulations

Previous studies pointed out that the global morphology
of the zone invaded by the gas can be accounted for by a
simple model considering a fixed porous network [36,39,40].
However, why the air path through a rigid granular matrix
apparently captures the geometry of a convective, fluidized
zone is still under debate. To further investigate this issue, the
experimental results presented in this work are compared with
numerical simulations, including the same basic ingredients,
which are summarized as follows. The granular packing can
be reduced, in a simple manner, to a 2D square network
where each vertex corresponds to the void space between

the four neighboring grains. Each vertex is associated with
a random value of the capillary overpressure obtained from a
Gaussian distribution accounting for the heterogeneity of the
system (grains polydispersity and local packing fraction). A
vertical pressure gradient representing the hydrostatic pressure
is added. To propagate through the network, the gas has to
overcome the weakest capillary overpressure associated with
all the vertices along its path (see Ref. [39] for more details).
The size of the network is changed depending on the grain size
and is limited to match the total size of the experimental cell.
In contrast to previous works [39,40] and to compare with the
experiments, we do not consider here a fixed volume of gas
injected in the network, but let the air propagate until reaching
the surface.

As previously reported [39], the system dynamics is
governed by a single dimensionless parameter that compares
the relative effects of gravity and capillarity and takes into
account the heterogeneity of the grain network, χ = σp/ρgd,
where ρ is the water density, g the gravitational acceleration, d
the typical grain diameter, and σp the width of the distribution
of the capillary overpressures in the system. By considering
w, the typical relative variation of the pore size, and capillary
overpressure of the order of γ /d where γ is the air-water
surface tension, we can write

χ = wγ

ρgd2
. (5)

For simplicity, unless specified, w � 1. For each value of the
parameter χ , the density map of gas invasion in the granular
layer is obtained by adding 3000 runs.

1. Preliminary results

To compare the numerical simulations with experimental
results, we consider similar grain diameter, d = 631 ± 37 μm
(batch #3), corresponding to χ � 15, and plot the normalized
flow density ρ̄ [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. In the numerical
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Numerical simulation: (a) Surface plot for the normalized flow density ρ̄ obtained numerically for conditions similar
to the experiment (χ � 15 corresponding to the grain batch #3, d = 631 ± 37 μm). The results point out a maximum concentration at the
injection point. (b) Alternative view for the normalized flow density where the scale is limited to ρ̄max = 0.2 to visualize the outmost contour.
The white points represent the boundary for the fluidized zone (threshold ρ̄ = 1%). (c) Normalized horizontal cumulation n̄x comparison for
the experiment (continuous line) and simulation (dotted line). The experimental case displays a strong contribution at the center, due to the
central air channel (see text).

simulation, it is interesting to note the highly concentrated
flow density at the injection point, which then decays rapidly
to cover the entire area [Fig. 4(a)]. We define the invasion zone
as the region explored by the gas and qualitatively compare
this zone to the fluidized zone observed in the experiments,
as done in previous work [36]. We consider a threshold of the
order of a few percent for the flow density [39], here ρ̄ = 1%,
and plot the boundary [white dots, Fig. 4(b)]. Similar to the
experiment and to previous results [36,39], the central invasion
region displays a parabolic profile.

It is particularly interesting to report the normalized
horizontal cumulation, n̄x , for both the numerical simula-
tion and experimental cases [Fig. 4(c)]. The results display
similar profiles sharing roughly the same width at the base
(corresponding to the average width of the invasion zone or
fluidized zone), but exhibit some differences in the upper
part of the profile. Indeed, in the numerical simulation, the
profile exhibits a smooth evolution from the center (injection
point) to the borders, indicating that the movement is evenly
distributed throughout the cell [dotted line, Fig. 4(c)]. In
contrast, the experimental results can be separated in three
regions [Fig. 4(c)]: (i) a central peak (light blue), (ii) a wider
distribution around the center (dark blue), and (iii) a plateau
on both sides (hatched zones). The central peak corresponds
to the air channel, which forms when air pushes the grains
during its rise through the cell. This major contribution is
stable in time and gives the higher amplitude in the horizontal
accumulation. It can be simply explained by noting that each
air path through the granular layer creates a weaker path for the
following bubbles, leading to a central channel stabilization.
The second region corresponds to the intermittent branches (air
percolation or fractures), which accumulation gives a lateral
contribution in a lesser extent. The last region on both sides
(plateau in n̄x) corresponds to a static zone, located out of the
border of the invasion zone, which air does not explore.

2. Limitations

The results provided by the numerical simulation cannot
be extended to all the grain sizes and flow rates. For smaller
grain sizes, in particular (mainly for the batch #2, d = 318 ±
44 μm), an additional effect is observed in the experiment.

The grains follow a global convective motion, climbing up
near the center while entrained by the central air channel,
and descending along the borders of the fluidized zone. This
convective motion was already described in Ref. [40], and
although the final parabolic shape of the invasion (numeri-
cal) and fluidized (experimental) regions can be accurately
described by a parabolic profile, the global convection cannot
be accounted for by the numerical simulation, which considers
a static grains network. In this latter, the flow density is only
produced by the accumulation of independent paths that mimic
air percolation through the network. This invasion process is
close to what is observed for the larger grains but does not
correspond to the typical case for all sizes (specially small
grains size). Note that although the motion inside the invasion
zone or fluidized zone is very different between simulation and
experiment, it is puzzling, however, to find a good qualitative
agreement with the final parabolic shape marking the invasion
zone or fluidized zone boundary. This point is discussed in
detail in Sec. V.

To describe the grain motion inside the fluidized region
more precisely, we investigate experimentally its dependence
on flow rate and grain size, estimate the time necessary to
reach a stationary state, and quantify the respective influence
of the air channel and the lateral motion.

IV. DYNAMICS OF THE FLUIDIZED ZONE

In this section, we study the dynamics of the fluidized zone
generated by the continuous rise of air through the granular
layer. In particular, we shall focus on the subsequent grains
motion. In a first part we describe the formation of the fluidized
zone at short times (Sec. IV A) and quantify the stabilization
time of the central air channel as a function of the flow rate �

and grain size d. We then analyze the horizontal cumulation
n̄x for all data, in the stationary state, and discuss a tentative
model to interpret the results in terms of grain motion inside
the fluidized zone (Sec. IV B).

A. Transient: Growth of the fluidized zone

At the beginning of the gas invasion, air propagates through
the granular matrix, producing small local rearrangements.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Evolution of the fluidized zone: (a) Normalized flow density ρ̄ at different time after starting the gas invasion through
the system. The images show the grain motion and the later formation of the fluidized zone at different stages. At the beginning, the motion
focuses mainly close to the grains’ free surface, then propagates downward in time. After a few minutes (∼20 min) a central air channel is
formed, and the air paths explore less and less the surroundings. Note that the formation of air branches at the first stage of the invasion covers
a wider area than the final geometry of the fluidized zone. The dashed lines correspond to the border of the fluidized zone defined at long
times [� = 0.66 mL/s, d = 318 ± 44 μm]. (b) Spatiotemporal diagram of the two quantities n̄M

x (x,t) (up) and n̄M
z (z,t) (down) for the same

parameters. n̄M
x characterizes the formation of the central air channel and the fluidized zone extent, while n̄M

z helps describe the distribution
of motion along the cell vertical axis. The stabilization time τs (∼18 min, dotted line) corresponds to the first value found for a threshold of
n̄M

x (x,t) = 0.7 (see text).

After reaching the free surface, it starts being emitted as
small bubbles through the topmost part of the granular bed,
which concentrates most of the motion [Fig. 5(a), left panel].
Note that at this stage, the gas explores an area wider than
the final geometry of the fluidized zone [white dotted line,
Fig. 5(a)]. The gas emissions then stabilize, and in time, the
region affected by the grain motion propagates downward,
towards the injection nozzle [Fig. 5(a)]. The motion then
focuses along the vertical axis above the gas inlet, with the
intermittent emergence of lateral branches. This last behavior
is stable at long times and marks the onset of the formation of
the fluidized zone. In this region, the grains exhibit a convective
motion, climbing up along the central axis while entrained by
the rising gas and descending along the sides, thus forming
two symmetric convection rolls [40].

To quantify the growth and stabilization of the fluidized
zone, we consider the moving average of the flow density in
time, computed over M images:

ρM
n (x,z) =

n−1∑
k=n−M

|I k+1 − I k|. (6)

In the following, we consider M = 10. In a similar way,
we define the moving average of the horizontal and vertical
cumulation as

nM
x (x,t) =

∑
z

ρM
n (x,z), (7)

nM
z (z,t) =

∑
x

ρM
n (x,z). (8)

We normalize these two quantities by their maximum value ob-
tained over the whole experimental time, and get, respectively,
n̄M

x (x,t) and n̄M
z (z,t). The former is an accurate parameter

to characterize the formation of the central air channel and
the fluidized zone extent, while the latter helps describing the
distribution of motion along the cell vertical axis. Figure 5(b)
displays the spatiotemporal diagrams of these two quantities.
At the early stage of gas invasion, we clearly see a wide
exploration of the gas pathways along the horizontal axis
[Fig. 5(b), top panel], while most of the motion is concentrated
in the topmost part of the granular bed [Fig. 5(b), bottom
panel]. The evolution of n̄M

z in time shows the downward
propagation of motion, until the system stabilizes. At this
stage, the final shape of the fluidized zone is well-defined and
does not grow anymore. Note that once the system reaches
this stationary state, almost all the motion is concentrated
along the central, vertical axis [Fig. 5(b), top panel] and is
distributed roughly homogeneously in z [Fig. 5(b), bottom
panel], indicating the stabilization of a central air channel.

The time required to stabilize the air channel, τs , can
be very different depending on the experimental parameters.
Figure 6(a) displays two spatiotemporal diagrams of the
normalized horizontal cumulation n̄M

x (x,t) for two different
flow rates (� = 0.16 and 2.0 mL/s) and same grain size
[d = 218 ± 17 μm]. For small flow rate [Fig. 6(a), top panel]
we observe that several air channels explore different positions,
they are created and destroyed until a single one achieves
stabilization at the center of the cell. For larger flow rate
[Fig. 6(a), bottom panel], the air is rapidly focused on a single
centered channel and remains stable in time. In both cases, the
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Stabilization of the air channel: (a) Spa-
tiotemporal diagram of n̄M

x (x,t) for the same grain size [d = 218 ±
17 μm] and different injection flow rates [� = 0.16 mL/s (up) and
� = 2.0 mL/s (down)]. The stabilization of the air channel depends
roughly on the air flow rate (τs ∼ 9 h for the low flow rate and a few
minutes for the higher flow rate). The normalized cumulations (color
bar) are presented in logarithmic scale to highlight small values.
(b) Characteristic stabilization time τs as a function of the flow rate,
for different grain batches. The triangles indicate the slopes −1 and
−2 in log-log plot.

importance of the gas propagation history has to be underlined.
Indeed, when a channel is formed locally, it generates a low-
density area, which acts as a weaker barrier and a preferential
path for the gas, and promotes its stabilization. In addition, the

effect of inertia, more important for higher flow rates, tends to
favor vertical motion and reduce lateral explorations.

To set a unique criterion and quantify the characteristic
stabilization time, we define τs as the first time when the
normalized horizontal cumulation takes a threshold value of
n̄M

x (x,τs) = 0.7. This threshold value is chosen small enough
to capture correctly the stabilization time and large enough
to prevent further formation of small intermittent channels
of lateral gas exploration [Fig. 5(b)]. Note that no fluidized
zone, and hence no stabilization time, can be defined for � =
0.16 mL/s and the grain batch #4 (d = 802 ± 68 μm). This
experiment, corresponding to the smaller flow rate and larger
grain size explored in the experiments, will not be considered
in the following. Figure 6(b) displays the stabilization time
τs for all the grains size and flow rate. Although a previous
work reported a stabilization time τs ∼ 1/� for fluidization of
a two-phase system [41], the results reported here point out a
decrease of τs with increasing � as τs ∼ 1/�2, independently
of the grain size. Further interpretation of this result is provided
in the discussion (Sec. V).

B. Stationary state: Motion in the fluidized zone

To characterize the dynamics in the fluidized zone in the
stationary regime, i.e., after it is fully developed, we compute
the normalized horizontal cumulation n̄x as a function of x

for the different grain size and gas flow rates [Fig. 7]. The
results presented here are for the same total experimental time
(ttot = 12 h after starting gas injection). For all experiments,
the system after this time is in a well-established, stationary
regime, where the air channel has reached its steady-state
central location (ttot > τs). For small grain size (d = 218 ±
17 μm), n̄x displays a single, central peak, indicating that
the motion mainly concentrated along the vertical axis, at
the center of the cell. The gas rises as a central channel,
and the grain motion is located in its close neighborhood,
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The experimental result shows that the profiles for a small grain size and different flow rates share a similar geometry characterized by a single
central peak. When increasing the grain size, the profile deforms and its base develops a larger distribution. This contribution comes mainly
from the convective motion of grains in the fluidized zone (d < 425 μm) or from the formation of sides branches (typically viscous fingering
and fracturing) that spread the motion along the horizontal axis (d > 600 μm). The black dots correspond to the results of the fit using Eq. (11)
for the data corresponding to d = 631 ± 37 μm and � = 2.0 mL/s.
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σ , of the Gaussian function characterizing the central air channel, as a function of the flow rate �, for different grain size d . (c) Coefficient D

characterizing the parabolic shape of the fluidized zone, z = x2/D, as a function of the flow rate �, for different grain size [same legend as
(b)]. (d) Coefficient D normalized by the average grain size for each batch, as a function of the parameter χ (see text). The triangle indicates
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while no motion is observed on both sides. When increasing
the grain size, we still observe the central peak due to the
air-channel contribution, but a lower and wider area becomes
more and more predominant. For intermediate grain diameter
(d = 318 ± 44 μm), direct visualization makes it possible to
correlate this second contribution to the grains convection in
the fluidized zone. For large grain size (d = 631 ± 37 and
802 ± 68 μm), the exploration of gas becomes more complex.
In this case, the wider base, superimposed on the central peak,
is not produced by the convection of grains, but by air paths
that remain stable over long times. Interestingly, as already
reported in previous work, the final geometry of the region
where most of the motion occurs has the same parabolic shape,
whichever the gas invasion mechanism (percolation, fracture,
or channel inducing grain convection in the fluidized zone)
[36,40].

To further quantify the contribution of the different mech-
anisms to the global motion in the system, we propose to
separate the central, strong motion to the mean grain flow
in the fluidized zone. The main hypothesis is that the mean
grain flow in the fluidized zone is spatially homogeneous, of
amplitude c. This flow is limited by the borders of parabolic
shape, z = x2/D, where D may depend on the experimental
parameters (gas flow rate or grain size). We then add the
contribution of the central air channel, taken as a Gaussian
of amplitude a and standard deviation σ , centered at x = 0,

z = a exp(−x2/2σ 2). No motion is considered outside the
fluidized zone. The horizontal cumulation can thus be written

nx(x) =
∫ hg

x2
D

c dz +
∫ hg

0
a e− x2

2σ2 dz. (9)

Integrating these simple expressions and normalizing leads to

n̄x(x) =
(

c

c + a

)
− c

hg(c + a)

x2

D
+

(
a

c + a

)
e
− x2

2σ2 . (10)

Rewriting A = a/(c + a) and D′ = Dhg(c + a)/c gives

n̄x(x) = (1 − A) − x2

D′ + Ae
− x2

2σ2 . (11)

Fitting the experimental data with this function gives an
excellent agreement (black dots in Fig. 7). We determined
the parameters (A, σ,D′) for all the experimental data.

First, let us focus on the parameters (amplitude and
standard deviation) characterizing the central air rise, where

the strongest motion locates. Neither the amplitude A nor the
standard deviation σ depend significantly on the flow rate
[Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)], meaning that the contribution of the
central air rise is roughly the same from all experiments.
Note the typical value of the standard deviation, σ ∼ 0.5 cm,
consistent with the observations of a central air channel width
of about 1 cm. The fact that the expression given in Eq. (11)
fits well the experimental data validates the hypothesis of
a homogeneous motion in the fluidized zone, superimposed
with a central air rise. The coefficient D, which characterizes
the parabolic shape of the fluidized region, is of the same
order of magnitude (∼10 cm) as reported in a previous work
[37] [Fig. 8(c)]. Note that the analysis method presented
here does not need any arbitrary threshold, contrary to the
procedure detailed in Refs. [37,40], but directly provides the
estimation of this coefficient without any assumption. For
experiments where a convective region is well-defined (small
or intermediate grains), D is found to increase with the flow
rate [Fig. 8(c)], while for larger grains (d > 600 μm), D does
not exhibit any significant dependence on �.

V. DISCUSSION

To discuss the experimental results in regard to the
parabolic shape determined through the numerical simulations
(Sec. III B), we plot D, normalized by the average grain size
〈d〉 for each batch, as a function of the dimensionless parameter
χ given by Eq. (5) [Fig. 8(d)]. The typical relative variation of
the pore size, however, is difficult to estimate. It is usually of the
order of the relative width of the grain-size distribution [36],
but may strongly vary from one batch to the other. To account
for this dispersion, we plot the error bars associated with a typi-
cal variation of w between 0.1 and 1. The data points are plotted
for the average value of χ for each batch. We find D/〈d〉 ∝ χ ,
similar to the relationship obtained with numerical simulations
considering a rigid, porous granular matrix [39].

It is interesting to note the similarity of results for the
final shape of the fluidized zone (in the experimental case)
or invasion zone (for numerical simulations). The fluidized
and invasion zone morphology in the stationary state does not
seem to depend on its dynamics. At the early stage of gas
invasion, however, the air pathways through the granular bed
may be quite similar between the experiment and the numerical
simulation. Indeed, the gas explores a wide part of the system
without significantly moving the grains (percolation). This
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first stage may weaken the system, and the accumulation of
this process during the early gas invasion defines a zone that
may have the same characteristics in both the experiments and
the numerical simulations.

With such a hypothesis, one could be tempted to explain
the dependence of τs , the characteristic stabilization time, on
� with the simple analytical model that was first developed
in the case of the rigid porous network [36]. Indeed, when the
stationary regime is reached, we can estimate the total volume
of air that passed through the grains as V = �τs . If we consider
that the stationary state is obtained when, in average, the gas
pathways have explored the whole invasion zone, we can write,
on the other hand, V = 2e

∫
x dz, where e is the gap of the

cell and x = √
D z defined the border of the fluidized zone.

Assuming that the final geometry is independent of the air flow
rate � and depends only on the grains size d, the coefficient
D can be written

D = d

(
1 − pz

pz

)
, (12)

where pz is the probability that the air path goes up at a
given vertex in the granular matrix (see Refs. [36,39] for more
information). In a first approximation, D can be considered of
the order of the grain size d, D ∼ d. Thereby, we can write
the total volume of air that crossed the system as

V = �τs = 2e
√

d

∫ hg

0

√
z dz, (13)

which leads to

τs ∝ e
√

d h
3/2
g

�
. (14)

This simple reasoning, based on the analytical model associ-
ated with a fixed porous matrix, predicts a dependence of τs on
1/�. Although we do not expect a perfect agreement with the
experiments [Fig. 6(b)], as the coefficient D may depend not
only on the grain size, but also the local heterogeneities (local
packing fraction) or gas flow rate, the experimental results
exhibit a dependence τs ∝ 1/�2 [Fig. 6(b)], which points out
another mechanism. In this case, the static assumption does
not hold and dynamics has to be considered.

To account for the system dynamics, we propose a simple
argument stating that the work Wg required to move a mass
of grains Mg over the total height hg,Wg = Mgghg , equals
a fraction β of the energy (work) injected in the system, Wi .
This latter can be written as Wi = Piτs , where the injected
power Pi = ��P , where �P is the pressure difference. The
energy balance is thus

β��Pτs = Mgghg , (15)

where β < 1. On the other hand, under laminar flow (Hele-
Shaw cell), the pressure gradient is proportional to the flow
rate, �P/hg = α�. It thus leads to

τs =
(

Mgg

αβ

)
1

�2
. (16)

This simple energy balance, taking into account the grains
dynamics, leads to a dependence τs ∝ 1/�2, in agreement
with the experimental results [Fig. 6(b)].

The expression of α can be derived by considering that the
Poiseuille flow in the central air channel drives the motion. If
considering that the channel has a constant width w over the
whole height, which is verified experimentally [σ constant,
Fig. 8(b)], we have α = 12ηair/(we3), where ηair = 1.8 ×
10−5 Pa s is the air dynamic viscosity, w � 1 cm is the channel
width and e = 2 mm the cell gap. In a crude approximation,
Mg ∼ ρgeh

2
g , where ρg � 2 300 kg/m3 is the glass beads den-

sity. We thus get β � (ρggh2
gwe4)/(12ηairτs�

2) ∼ 10−3. From
this rough estimate, we can infer that about one thousandth of
the injected energy is used to move the grains in the fluidized
zone.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results reported here aim at characterizing the global
dynamics produced by a continuous gas injection at the bottom
of a water-saturated sand, confined in a Hele-Shaw cell. We
describe the dynamic processes inside the fluidized zone
formed by a gas flow forced through an immersed granular
layer. The image analysis method proposed in Sec. III, coupled
to a simple model superimposing a homogeneous motion in the
fluidized region with a central air channel, makes it possible to
quantify its final morphology, without any arbitrary threshold.
Interestingly, the final shape of the fluidized zone can be
captured by a simple model where the grain network is static.
We interpret this result as follows. In the early stage of gas
invasion in the granular matrix, the air does not significantly
move the grains. The area it explores becomes more fragile,
as the local packing is loosened by the gas. This specific area
is roughly analog to the one explored by the gas in a rigid
network. In the later stage of gas invasion, the air locates on
a central channel, and for small or intermediate grain size, a
convective, homogeneous motion of the grains spreads over
the whole fluidized zone. We propose that this motion, forced
by the central channel rise, is limited to the region that became
more fragile in the early stage—hence providing a possible
description of its contour with a static model.

We introduced the flow density, which gives an average
information on how the motion is distributed over the granular
bed and helps to characterize its dynamics. Based on this
quantity, we computed the spatiotemporal evolution of the
system and quantified its stabilization time τs , corresponding
to the time when the gas pathways focus on a central air
channel, and the surrounding region, inside the fluidized zone
border, moves roughly homogeneously. The dependence of τs

on the gas injection flow rate �,τs ∝ 1/�2, points out that the
transient involves dynamical processes and cannot be captured
by the rigid network model. The local, precise characterization
of the grains dynamics requires other experimental techniques
(i.e., Particle Image Velocimetry), and shall be the goal of a
future work.
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